EBSCOhost’s A to Z FULL TEXT FINDER is accessed by logging in to the library’s website (http://keiserlibrary.com) and following these steps.

Click on **Databases**

After logging in, *click* on the **Databases** link near the upper left of the screen of the library main page.

---

**Locate ▼ KEISER UNIVERSITY DATABASES ⇒ Click on A to Z FULL TEXT FINDER**

Under KEISER UNIVERSITY DATABASES, *click* on **A to Z FULL TEXT FINDER** found near the upper left of the screen.
Enter Journal/Book Title, Subject, or ISSN/ISBN and click on Search

On the Full Text Finder main page, enter a Journal/Book Title, Subject, or ISSN/ISBN in the search field and click on Search.

Browse By Discipline

Clicking on links under Browse By Discipline, which is found at the lower left of the screen on the Full Text Finder main page, lets one view Resource Type(s), like journals, newsletters, newspapers, books, proceedings, and reports.

Navigation - Keyboard Shortcuts for Chrome and Firefox (web browsers)

Press the keys Alt + ⇪ (Left arrow) to go back.
Press the keys Alt + ⇩ (Right arrow) to go forward.